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Course Outcome Summary 

Course Information: Math 7th Grade  
Description:     This course is about helping students continue to be 

mathematically proficient and precise. The ability to reason 

logically and use number sense will help students understand how 

mathematics relates to the world around them.  The students will 

focus on decimals, integers, fractions, expressions, and 

conversions.  They will also gain knowledge of patterns, 

sequences, geometric figures, statistics, graphs, and charts.    

Instruction Level: Regular 

Total Credits: 2 

Textbooks:   Glencoe Math ISBN# 978-0076619283 

Course Standards: 

 Basic operations with decimals and story problems 

 Label fractions and decimals on a number line 

 Identify equivalent fractions and decimals 

 Basic expressions representing sums and differences 

 Write basic expressions and solve equations 

 Order of operations 

 Identify and extend number patterns 

 Estimate and calculate lengths of line segments 

 Perform common and multi-step conversions in customary and metric systems 

 Calculate mean, median, mode, and range 

 Analyze and extract numbers from tables and charts 

 

Unit 

1. Numbers and Quantity A - Decimals, Integers 

2. Numbers and Quantity B - Fractions, Positive Rational Numbers, Rates and Ratios 

3. Algebra 

4. Functions 

5. Geometry 

6. Statistics and Probability  
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Unit Outlines 

1. Numbers and Quantity A - Decimals and Integers 

Standards:   

 Perform one-operation computation with whole numbers and decimals.  

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 How do I know which mathematical operation to use?  

 How can you associate positive and negative numbers with everyday experiences? 

 

Essential Knowledge: 

 Math facts for all four operations (+, -, ×,÷) 

 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals and 3 digit whole numbers. 

 Within a story problem, compute with decimals and 3 digit whole numbers.  

 Within a two-step story problem, calculate items bought and money left over. 

 

2. Numbers and Quantity B - Fractions, Positive Rational Numbers, Rates and Ratios 

Standards:   

 Locate positive rational numbers(expressed as whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and 

numbers) on the number line 

 Recognize equivalent fractions and fractions in lowest term 

 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 When and why do I use proportional comparisons?  

 How does comparing quantities describe the relationship between them? 

 

Essential Knowledge: 

 Label positive integers on a number line 

 Define factors and multiples, numerator and denominator 

 Label fractions and decimals on a number line 

 Identify decimal and fraction equivalents for ¼, ½, and ¾ 

 Identify equivalent fractions and fractions in lowest terms with denominators less than 20 

 Write fractions in lowest terms and equivalent fractions with denominators less than 50 

 Order a mix of decimals, fractions, and mixed numbers from least to greatest 

 Write fractions in lowest terms and equivalent fractions with denominators greater than 

50 
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3. Algebra 

Standards:   

 Solve problems in one or two steps using whole numbers and using decimals in the  

context of money. 

 Exhibit knowledge of basic expressions (e.g. identify an expression for a total as b+g) 

 Solve equations in the form x+a = b, where a and b are whole numbers or decimals. 

 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 How can percents help you understand situations involving money?  

 How can you use numbers and symbols to represent mathematical ideas? 

 How do you determine if two expressions or equations are equal? 

 

Essential Knowledge: 

 Solve a decimal problem with all 4 operations 

 Ordering numbers 

 Choose an appropriate variable to represent an unknown quantity 

 Define and identify variables; write variable expressions 

 Choose the appropriate first step required to  solve multi-step mathematical problem 

 Show knowledge of basic expressions  by writing an expression to represent a sum or  

 difference  

 Solve a one-step equation using whole numbers. 

 Solve given multi-step mathematical problems utilizing  order of operations 

 Show knowledge of  basic expressions by writing an expression to represent  

 multiplication or division 

 Solve a one-step equation using decimals. 

 Apply order of operations to solve a real-world problem 

 Write an expression given  that represents a real world problem 

 Solve one-step equation from a real world word problem 

 

4. Functions 

Standards:   

 Extend a given pattern by a few terms for patterns that have a constant increase or  

decrease between terms. 

 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 How do you determine the most reasonable mathematical representation for a given 

situation? (numerical, tables, charts, graphs, patterns) 
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Essential Knowledge: 

 Extend a picture pattern 

 Extend a numerical pattern using addition 

 Extend a numerical pattern using subtraction  

 Identify the numerical pattern in a given table using addition/ subtraction 

 

5. Geometry 

Standards:   

 Estimate the length of a line segment based on other lengths in a geometric figure. 

 Calculate the length of a line segment based on the lengths of other line segments that go 

in the same direction (e.g. overlapping line segments and parallel sides of polygons with  

only right angles) 

 Perform common conversions of money and of length, weight, mass, and time within a  

measurement system(e.g. dollars to dimes, inches to feet,and hours to minutes) 

 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 How do measurements help you describe real world objects? 

 Why is it important to know basic geometric terms when connecting to everyday  

situations? 

 Why is it important to understand how units convert between customary and metric  

systems? 

 How do you convert between measurement systems? 

 

Essential Knowledge: 

 Identify properties of basic geometric figures 

 Define parallel, perpendicular, polygon, and right angles 

 Identify common benchmarks used to represent metric units of measurement (length, 

weight, mass) 

 Estimate the length of a line segment based on other lengths in a geometric figure 

 Calculate the length of a line segment based on the lengths of other line segments that go  

in the same direction (e.g. overlapping line segments and parallel sides of polygons with  

only right angles) 

 Perform common conversions (e.g. money,  length, weight, mass and time) within the  

metric measurement system 

 Estimate the length of  line segments when given a geometric figure’s perimeter 

 Calculate the length of a line segment based on the lengths of other line segments that go  

in different directions 

 Perform common conversions (e.g. money, length, weight, mass and time) within the  

metric system when given a real-world problem 
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 Estimate the length of line segments when given a geometric figure’s area 

 Calculate the length of a line segment based on the lengths of other line segments that go 

in different directions 

 Perform multi-step conversions of rates within the metric system 
 

6. Statistics and Probability  

Standards:   

 Calculate the average of a list of positive whole numbers. 

 Extract one relevant number from a basic table or chart, and use it in a single  

Computation 

 

Essential Question: 

Students will be able to answer the question(s): 

 How do you know which type of graph to use when displaying data? 

 How does mean, median, mode, and range help you analyze data? 

Essential Knowledge: 

 Compare and contrast measures of central tendency (mode, median, mean) 

 Describe what a basic table or chart represents 

 Calculate the average of a list of positive whole numbers (mean and median) 

 Extract one relevant number from a basic table or chart 

 Calculate the average of a list of positive whole numbers in context (mean and median) 

 Extract one relevant number from a basic table or chart, and use it in a single  

computation 

 Calculate the average of a list of integers (mixed sign) 

 Extract more than one relevant number from a basic table or chart, and use it in a single  

computation 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


